SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES

In accordance with social media rules and best practice regulations per platform (Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, etc.), Operation Good Food & Beverages™ (OGF&B) has implemented the following policy:

CONVERSATIONS
Engaging on our social channels is encouraged; however, some conversations may be prohibited, which can lead to removing said comments and potentially become banned from the page:

— Spreading misleading or false information
— Personal attacks on OGF&B or other commenters
— Profanity or aggressive behavior (which includes discriminatory, racist, offensive, obscene, unlawful, or objectionable language and content)
— Spamming, advertising, or promoting other products or services
— Sharing personal contact information, including phone number, address, or email address. This is to protect your personal privacy

BLOCK/DELETE
We reserve the right to block or delete offenders of the guidelines listed above

SHARE/USE
We reserve the right to share or use comments, as we have permission to use all of the content on our page

VIEWS
The views expressed in user comments reflect those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the official views of OGF&B

PARTNERSHIP
Our partnership is between Council on Black Health (CBH) and Evoke Group. Linking to other websites does not constitute an endorsement by OGF&B or its constituents

TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT
All of the content that OGF&B creates or posts on this page, including all trademarks, logos, taglines, video, text, photos, and graphics, is protected under United States and international trademark and copyright laws, is subject to other intellectual property and proprietary rights and laws, and is owned by OGF&B and/or its licensors and suppliers

For questions pertaining to this social media guideline policy, please contact OGFandB@evokegroup.com